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Method and apparatus for imaging 

Abstract

Embodiments of the invention relate to a method and apparatus for imaging. Specific embodiments can
incorporate an imaging module having at least one first imager, where each first imager images a
corresponding at least one first portion of a .theta..degree. field of view about a reference point, such that the
at least one first imager images the .theta..degree. field of view. In a specific embodiment .theta. is at least
90.degree.. The imaging module can also incorporate at least one second imager, where each second imager
images a corresponding at least one second portion of the .theta..degree. field of view about the reference
point, and one or more of the at least one first imager has a different magnification than one or more of the at
least one second imager. Embodiments can allow imaging of a .theta..degree. field of view about a reference
point with imagers having at least two different magnifications.
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Parent Case Text

CROSS REFERENCE SECTION 

The present application is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/406,766, filed Feb. 28, 2012
(now U.S. Pat. No. 9,661,205), which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No.
61/509,428, filed Jul. 19, 2011, and U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 61/447,289, filed Feb. 28, 2011, all
of which are hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entirety, including any figures, tables, or
drawings.

Claims

The invention claimed is: 

1. An apparatus for imaging comprising: a sensor subsystem, wherein the sensor subsystem comprises: an
imaging module, wherein the imaging module comprises: at least two first imagers, wherein each first
imager of the at least two first imagers images a corresponding at least one first portion of a .theta..degree.
field of view about a reference point in a plane, wherein .theta. is at least 180, and wherein the at least two
first imagers images the .theta..degree. field of view, and wherein the imaging module captures images
imaged by the at least two first imagers to create captured images; a communication subsystem, wherein the
communication subsystem comprises: a network relay, wherein the imaging module transfers the captured
images to the network relay; and a back end subsystem, wherein the network relay communicates the
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captured images to the back end subsystem, wherein the back end subsystem is remote with respect to the
imaging module, wherein the at least two first imagers comprise: n first imagers, where n is an integer
greater than 1, and wherein m first imagers of the n first imagers are powered at any one time, where m is an
integer greater than 1 or equal to 1. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising: at least one second imager, wherein each second
imager of the at least one second imager images a corresponding at least one second portion of the
.theta..degree. field of view about the reference point in the plane, and wherein the imaging module captures
images imaged by the at least one second imager to create the captured images. 

3. The apparatus according to claim 2, wherein one or more first imagers of the at least two first imagers has
a different magnification than one or more second imagers of the at least one second imager. 

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising: a wireless network, wherein the wireless network
is configured in a topology selected from the group consisting of: mesh, star, and hybrid, and wherein the
network relay wirelessly communicates the captured images to the back end subsystem via the wireless
network. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein a first node of the wireless network comprises the sensor
subsystem and the communication subsystem, wherein a second node of the wireless network comprises the
back end subsystem, and wherein communication is implemented in a node-to-node manner between the first
node and the second node. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the sensor subsystem stores the captured images as bit maps
or JPEG's. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the sensor subsystem processes the captured images stored as
bit maps via one or more of the processing techniques selected from the group consisting of: histogram,
centroid, edge detection, partitioned surveillance motion detection, and compression. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the captured images include one or more of the following: a
time stamp, GPS coordinates, a temperature, a humidity, an elevation, a radiation detection, and an acoustic
profile. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the sensor subsystem performs one or more of the following:
velocity analysis, acceleration analysis, magnetic compass heading analysis, and target bearing analysis. 

10. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the back end subsystem comprises a display, wherein the
display displays the captured images to a user, and wherein the imaging module transfers the captured
images to the network relay and the network relay communicates the captured images to the back end
subsystem in real time after the imaging module captures the images imaged by the at least two first imagers
to create the captured images. 

11. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the network relay stores the captured images after the
imaging module transfers the captured images to the network relay, and wherein the network relay
communicates the captured images to the back end subsystem upon receipt of a signal requesting the
captured images. 

12. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the back end subsystem allows a user to enter a command to
select one or more of the following: imager selection, image size, magnetic direction, image timing, imager
tilt, imager pan, and imager zoom, and wherein the command controls the imaging module. 

13. A method of remotely imaging, comprising: providing an apparatus for imaging, wherein the apparatus
for imaging comprises: a sensor subsystem, wherein the sensor subsystem comprises: an imaging module,
wherein the imaging module comprises: at least two first imagers, wherein each first imager of the at least
two first imagers images a corresponding at least one first portion of a .theta..degree. field of view about a
reference point in a plane, wherein .theta..degree. is at least 180, and wherein the at least two first imagers
image the .theta..degree. field of view, and wherein the imaging module captures images imaged by the at
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least two first imagers to create captured images; a communication subsystem, wherein the communication
subsystem comprises: a network relay, wherein the imaging module transfers the captured images to the
network relay; and a back end subsystem, wherein the network relay communicates the captured images to
the back end subsystem; positioning the imaging module with respect to a field of view to be imaged;
positioning the back end subsystem remote with respect to the imaging module; and sending a command
from the back end subsystem to the imaging module, wherein upon the imaging module receiving the
command, the imaging module images at least a portion of the field of view. 

14. The apparatus according to claim 13, further comprising: at least one second imager, wherein each
second imager of the at least one second imager images a corresponding at least one second portion of the
.theta..degree. field of view about the reference point in the plane, and wherein the imaging module captures
images imaged by the at least one second imager to create the captured images. 

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein one or more first imagers of the at least two first imagers
has a different magnification than one or more second imagers of the at least one second imager. 

16. A method of imaging, comprising: providing an apparatus for imaging, wherein the apparatus for
imaging comprises: an imaging module, wherein the imaging module comprises: at least two first imagers,
wherein each first imager of the at least two first imagers images a corresponding at least one first portion of
a .theta..degree. field of view about a reference point in a plane, wherein .theta..degree. is at least
180.degree., and wherein the at least two first imagers image the .theta..degree. field of view; at least one
second imager, wherein each second imager of the at least one second imager images a corresponding at least
one second portion of the .theta..degree. field of view about the reference point in the plane, and wherein one
or more first imagers of the at least two first imagers has a different magnification than one or more second
imagers of the at least one second imager, and wherein the imaging module captures images imaged by the at
least two first imagers and images imaged by the at least one second imager to create captured images;
positioning the imaging module with respect to a field of view to be imaged; and imaging at least a portion
of the field of view via the imaging module. 

17. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the imaging module has no rotating parts. 

18. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the back end subsystem allows a user to enter an image
command, such that the image command is sent from the back end subsystem to the imaging module, and
wherein upon the imaging module receiving the image command, the imaging module images at least a
portion of the field of view. 

19. The method according to claim 13, wherein the at least two first imagers comprise: n first imagers, where
n is an integer greater than 1, and wherein m first imagers of the n first imagers are powered at any one time,
where m is an integer greater than 1 or equal to 1. 

20. The method according to claim 13, wherein the imaging module comprises: at least one second imager,
wherein each second imager of the at least one second imager images a corresponding at least one second
portion of the .theta..degree. field of view about the reference point in the plane, and wherein the imaging
module captures images imaged by the at least one second imager to create the captured images.

Description

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

It is often desirable to visually monitor a region of interest. Often the region of interest is remote or
otherwise inhospitable, such that it is preferable to remotely monitor the region of interest. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

Embodiments of the invention relate to a method and apparatus for imaging. Specific embodiments can
incorporate an imaging module having at least one first imager, where each first imager images a
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corresponding at least one first portion of a .theta..degree. field of view about a reference point, such that the
at least one first imager images the .theta..degree. field of view. In a specific embodiment .theta. is at least
90.degree.. 

The imaging module can also incorporate at least one second imager, where each second imager images a
corresponding at least one second portion of the .theta..degree. field of view about the reference point, and
one or more of the at least one first imager has a different magnification than one or more of the at least one
second imager. Advantageously, embodiments can allow imaging of a .theta..degree. field of view about a
reference point with imagers having at least two different magnifications. 

Preferably, the at least one first imager includes at least two first imagers. More preferably, the at least one
second imager includes at least two second imagers. In an embodiment, each first imager has a first
magnification, and each second imager has a second magnification. The at least two first imagers can be an
array of wide-angle imagers and the at least two second imagers can be an array of zoom imagers, such that
the .theta..degree. field of view is imaged via wide-angle imagers and via zoom imagers. The .theta..degree.
field of view can be between 90.degree. and 360.degree., such as at least 180.degree., at least 270.degree., or
can, preferably, be 360.degree.. The one or more of the at least two first imagers provides tilt, and preferably
each of the at least two first imagers provides tilt. In a preferred embodiment, the imaging module has no
rotating parts, and in a more preferred embodiment, the imaging module has no moving parts. 

The imaging module can be housed within an enclosure, and in a preferred embodiment, the enclosure has a
tubular shape with a circular cross-section, such that a longitudinal axis of the enclosure passes through the
reference point. In this way, the imagers can be protected from the elements and image toward the exterior of
the tubular enclosure. In a specific embodiment, the longitudinal axis can be positioned vertically and the
imaging module can image the .theta..degree. field of view, preferably 360.degree., in the horizontal plane
perpendicular to the vertical longitudinal axis. In particular, the .theta..degree. field of view can be a
horizontal .theta..degree. field of view about the reference point, such that the at least two first imagers
image the horizontal .theta..degree. field of view about the reference point and the at least two second
imagers image the horizontal .theta..degree. field of view about the reference point. 

Specific embodiments can incorporate an electronic compass. The electronic compass can provide data as to
the angular orientation of the imaging module with respect to the horizontal. This can allow an image of a
specific angle in the field of view to be imaged when desired and/or to identify an imaged target's angle in
the field of view. As an example, an image at an angle .theta..sub.d with respect to north can be captured by
activating a first imager from the at least two first imagers that images .theta..sub.d with respect to north,
where the first imager from the at least two first imagers that images .theta..sub.d with respect to north is
determined by using a signal from the electronic compass and a rotational position of the electronic compass
with respect to the imaging module and/or a rotational position of the electronic compass with respect to the
first imager from the at least two first imagers that images .theta..sub.d with respect to north. 

Further embodiments can also incorporate a network relay, where the imaging module transfers captured
images to the network relay, and a back end, where the network relay communicates the captured images to
the back end. In a particularly advantageous embodiment, the back end is remote with respect to the imaging
module, such that a user at the remote back end can acquire the images captured by the imaging module,
either in real time or at some time after the images are captured. The user can also control the imaging
module via the back end, such as to capture images of a desired target in the field of view and/or process
such images in a desired manner. The back end can have a display, for displaying the captured images to the
user. 

A variety of imagers can be used. One or more of the at least two first imagers and/or one or more of the at
least two second imagers can be solid state imagers. The at least two first imagers and the at least two second
imagers can be selected from the group consisting of: visible imager; long infrared (IR) imager; ultraviolet
imager; and imager in the 8-12 .mu.m wavelength range. Preferably, the at least two first imagers and the at
least two second imagers are visible imagers. In order to reduce the power demands of the imaging module,
the at least two first imagers can have n first imagers, and m first imagers of the n first imagers can be
powered at any one time, with m preferably being 1. The n first imagers can be powered in a defined
sequence such that all n first imagers are powered, m at a time. 
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Different embodiments utilizing wide-angle and zoom imagers can utilize various numbers of wide angle and
zoom imagers. In a specific embodiment with z zoom imagers and w wide angle imagers, the z zoom
imagers are rotated about an axis passing through the reference point and, upon rotation, together image the
.theta..degree. field of view. The w wide angle imagers can remain stationary and image the .theta..degree.
field of view. In such embodiments that rotate the zoom imagers while the wide-angle imagers are stationary,
preferably .theta. is at least 180.degree., more preferably, .theta..degree. is between 180.degree. and
360.degree., and most preferably, .theta. is 360.degree.. 

In a specific embodiment, a first zoom imager of the z zoom imagers is coupled to a second zoom imager of
the z zoom imagers, such that the first zoom imager, upon being rotated about the axis, images a first
(1/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view, and the second zoom imager, upon being rotated about the
axis, images a second (1/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view. In this way, such that the first zoom
imager and second zoom imager together image (2/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view. As an
example, z can be 2 and each zoom imager images 1/2 of the .theta..degree. field of view. In another specific
embodiment, a first zoom imager of the z zoom imagers is coupled to a second zoom imager of the z zoom
imagers, such that the first zoom imager, upon being rotated about the axis, images a first (1/z).sup.th of the
.theta..degree. field of view, and the second zoom imager, upon being rotated about the axis, images a second
(1/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view, and a third zoom imager of the z zoom imagers is coupled to a
fourth zoom imager of the z zoom imagers, such that the third zoom imager, upon being rotated about the
axis, images at least (1/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view, and the fourth zoom imager, upon being
rotated about the axis, images at least (1/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view. In this way, the first
zoom imager and second zoom imager together image (2/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view. The
third zoom imager and fourth zoom imager together image (2/z).sup.th of the .theta..degree. field of view. As
en example, z can be 4 and each zoom imager can image 1/4 of the .theta..degree. field of view. In other
embodiments, z is in the range of 5 to 10. Preferably, z<w. 

In an embodiment with w wide angle imagers, a first w/2 of the w wide angle imagers are positioned in a
first row such that the w/2 wide angle imagers are positioned in a first plane at intervals of
.theta..degree./(w/2) around the reference point, and a second w/2 of the w wide angle imagers are positioned
in a second row such that the w/2 wide angle imagers are positioned in a second plane at intervals of
.theta..degree./(w/2) around the reference point, where the first plane and the second plane are parallel and
translationally offset in a direction perpendicular to both the first plane and the second plane, and the first
w/2 of the w wide angle imagers in the first plane are rotationally offset from the second w/2 of the w wide
angle imagers by .theta..degree./w. In this way, each of the w wide angle imagers image .theta..degree./w
such that the w wide angle imagers image the .theta..degree. field of view. In a specific embodiment, w is 12
and .theta..degree.=360.degree.. In further embodiments, the wide angle imagers image more than
.theta..degree./w of the field of view, such that redundancy is built in in case one of the imagers is not
working properly. 

Embodiments can utilize one or more of the following to activate one or more of the at least two first
imagers and/or one or more of the at least two second imagers: motion sensor, light sensor, audio sensor,
environmental sensor, and timer. 

Embodiments of the invention pertain to a method and apparatus for imaging including a sensor subsystem, a
communication subsystem, and a back end subsystem, where the sensor subsystem incorporates an imaging
module having an array of n imagers. Each imager of the array of n imagers images a corresponding
(1/n).sup.th of a .theta..degree. field of view about a reference point. In a specific embodiment,
.theta..degree..gtoreq.90.degree.. The communication subsystem incorporates a network relay, where the
imaging module transfers captured images to the network relay and the network relay communicates the
captured images to the back end. In a preferred embodiment, the back end is remote with respect to the
imaging module, where remote can refer to the back end being on the other side of a wall from the imaging
module or the back end being miles away from the imaging module. This can allow a user to monitor images
of an area without having to be located in the area. The back end can have a display for displaying the
captured images to a user. The network relay can communicate the captured images to the back end via one
of a variety of methods known in the art. In an embodiment, the network relay can wirelessly communicate
the captured images to the back end. The apparatus for imaging can also incorporate a wireless network
configured in a topology selected from the group consisting of: mesh, star, and hybrid. 
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The back end can allow a user to enter a command to select one or more of the following: imager selection,
image size, magnetic direction, image timing, imager tilt, imager pan, and imager zoom. The sensor
subsystem can store the captured images in a variety of formats, such as bit maps or JPEG's. The sensor
subsystem can process the captured images stored as bit maps via one or more of the processing techniques
selected from the group consisting of: histogram, centroid, edge detection, partitioned surveillance motion
detection, and compression. The captured images can include one or more of the following; time stamp, GPS
coordinates, temperature, humidity, elevation, radiation detection, and acoustic profiles. The sensor
subsystem can perform one or more of the following: velocity analysis, acceleration analysis, magnetic
compass heading, and target bearing. The back end subsystem can perform one or more of the following:
detect one or more targets, track one or more targets, monitor physiologic vital signs of one or more targets,
track airborne substances. 

The imaging module can transfer the captured images to the network relay and the network relay can
communicate the captured images to the back end in real time after the imaging module captures the
captured images. Alternatively, the network relay can store the captured images after the imaging module
transfers the captured images to the network relay, and the network relay can then communicate the captured
images to the back end upon receipt of a signal requesting the captured images. 

Embodiments of the subject imaging module can utilize standard 180 or 360 degree fully static solid state
pan capable camera nodes. An embodiment can use an array of micro imagers and changeable lenses having,
for example, up to 25 mm focal length. The micro imagers can be microprocessor controlled and provide
individual or seamless 180 or 360 degree image resolution with no camera movement. The embedded
firmware can allow these nodes to be reconfigured for a broad range of system applications. 

Different gratings can be utilized with the imagers, or cameras, and the information captured can be
processed, such as via Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), in the optical domain to achieve zoom. Further, linear
arrays can be utilized as imagers in addition to focal plane arrays, where focal plane arrays utilize an array of
light-sensing pixels at the focal plane of a lens, and linear arrays are 1-D or narrow 2-D arrays that are
rastered across the desired field of view using, for example, a rotating or oscillating mirror to construct a 2D
image over time. 

An embodiment relates to a wireless sensor providing a low power, full pan, wide field of view camera array
designed for remote unattended target imaging. A specific embodiment provides pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ).
Embodiments can be used for a variety of uses including, but not limited to, remote area surveillance, such as
trails and dead zones; electronic security monitoring; perimeter surveillance; force protection sensor; and
facility/infrastructure surveillance. Such embodiments can be applied to border protection and law
enforcement, port security, riverine, and littoral, remote areas and ranges, sensitive infrastructure and buffer
zones, and intelligence and defense. 

Embodiments of the imaging module can incorporate one or more of the following features: steerable wide-
angle imaging capability, with remote, local, or automatic panning; steerable telephoto selective imaging,
with remote, local, or automatic panning; broad selection of wide angle and telephoto lenses; rugged solid
state design microprocessor controlled; wide angle field of view (with no moving parts); telephoto field of
view (or hybrid telephoto and wide angle); color digital image (Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)
Thumbnail to full Video Graphic Array (VGA)); wired or wireless serial interface; low power, lightweight,
easy set up; rapid system start-up; stake/wall mount, or tripod mounting; and interface control. 

A specific embodiment has the following specifications: 

Image Format: JPEG 

Image Size: Four sizes from thumbnail to VGA (640.times.480 pixels) 

Lens Focal Length: Fixed at 2.8 mm focal length 

Zoom Lens: Selectable to 25 mm focal length 

Solid State Imagers: 16 
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Image Capture Time: 3 sec. from off mode or <1 ms from on mode 

IR Filter: Optional 

Azimuth Coverage: 360 degree overlapping pan 

Zoom Cams: Target Track at <1 degree angular resolution 

Compass Resolution: Solid-state compass with 1 degree resolution 

Image Select: Magnetic heading selectable 

Comm Protocol: Serial 

Baud Rate: 19.2 kbps-115.2 kbps 

Power: 12 to 18 Voltage Direct Current (VDC) external 

Power Consumption: <30 mA plus sleep mode 

Dimensions: 4 in..times.11.9 in. 

Weight: 5 pounds 

Enclosure: Weatherproof non-metallic 

Interface Spec: Interface control document available 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a specific embodiment of an imaging unit mounted on a tripod with a network relay and a
cable for interfacing the imaging unit with network relay. 

FIG. 2 shows a specific embodiment of an imaging unit with a network relay, interface cable, tripod, and
aiming scope. 

FIG. 3 shows an embodiment of the imaging module mounted on a tripod. 

FIG. 4 shows a scope mounted on a Picatinny rail. 

FIG. 5 shows an interface cable connected to the imaging module and the network relay. 

FIG. 6 shows a screen shot of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that can be utilized with an embodiment of
the subject imaging unit. 

FIG. 7 shows a schematic of the coverage of four zoom cams from the top of the imaging module. 

FIG. 8 shows a layout for wide angle static cams for an embodiment of the imaging module. 

FIG. 9 shows a top view of the layout shown in FIG. 8. 

FIG. 10 shows the response package from the imaging unit when it gets a command. FIG. 10 shows the
command (Take a Picture, Resend, or Position Camera (to a specific embodiment of the imaging unit and the
response package for the imaging unit. 

FIG. 11 shows the diagnostics mode command to the imaging unit and the response package for the imaging
unit. 
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FIG. 12 shows an exit or calibrate command (exit or calibration) to the imaging unit and the response
package for the imaging unit. 

FIG. 13 shows the invalid command to the imaging unit and the response package. 

FIG. 14 shows the camera number system for a specific embodiment of the imaging module. 

FIG. 15 shows an embodiment of an imaging module along with sample images taken by the module. 

DETAILED DISCLOSURE 

Embodiments of the invention relate to a method and apparatus for imaging over all of, or over a portion of,
a 360.degree. view about a specific x-y location. In a preferred embodiment, the entire 360.degree. of the
view is imaged. In three specific embodiments, 90.degree., 180.degree., and 270.degree. of the view,
respectively, is imaged. An embodiment of the imaging unit is an electro-mechanical hybrid 360-degree pan
capable imaging module. In a preferred embodiment, the imaging module can provide pan, tilt, and zoom
(PTZ), and need not have any mechanically rotating platter or other rotating apparatus for rotating the
module, such as when a solid state design is implemented. The imaging unit can be configured with multiple
lenses providing a custom combination of focal lengths. 

Specific embodiments can utilize lenses with the zoom cameras and other embodiments can operate without
lenses. The optical zoom can be driven by a servo using a selectable zoom lens. Specific embodiments
incorporating bit mapped images can utilize digital zoom, where many pixels are acquired and subsets of the
captured image can then be used to produce a zoom image. As an example, four zoom cameras can be used,
90.degree. apart, on a rotating platter. Each pair of opposite zoom cameras can use the same replaceable lens,
where adjacent zoom cameras use different replaceable lens, such that two different zooms can be
accomplished by rotating the rotating platter such that adjacent zoom cameras image the same target. With
four zoom cameras this can be accomplished by rotating the rotating platter at least 180.degree. clockwise, at
least 180.degree. counterclockwise, or some combination of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.
Alternatively, four zoom cameras with the came zoom can image 360.degree. with that zoom by rotating the
rotating platter at least 90.degree. clockwise, at least 90.degree. counterclockwise, or some combination of
clockwise and counterclockwise rotation. In another embodiment having four zoom cameras, each zoom
camera can have a different zoom and the rotating platter can rotate 360.degree. in order to image the entire
360.degree. field of view via four different zooms. Zoom can also be accomplished digitally, which can be
referred to as digital zoom, where a subset of an image is blown up for display, with or without additional
processing. 

The module enclosure can have a variety of shapes. In a specific embodiment, the enclosure is a soup can
sized unit having a tubular shape with a circular cross-section. Although the description that follows
describes a tubular shaped enclosure with a circular cross-section, other shapes can also be used for the
enclosure. Examples for enclosure shapes include, but are not limited to, spherical, or tubular with a
rectangular, square, oval, hexagonal, elongated, or other cross-section shape, or other enclosure shape. The
enclosure can also be camouflaged. An embodiment can include a built in electronic compass. 

An embodiment of the imaging module is interfaced with a network relay, via a cable, from where power is
derived and wireless communications are handled. Images can be compressed in JPEG format in the image
plane, and/or stored as bitmaps, and transferred to a co-located network relay via a serial port through which
a portion of, or all, control and data communications can be handled. As an example, bitmapped images can
be used for on-board image processing, including, but not limited to, edge detection, centroid, histogram,
wavelet, and/or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The imaging module can be designed to operate continuously
or during certain portions of specific time intervals. In an embodiment, the module can operate continuously
for 30 days, and can be optionally powered, for example, via batteries, for the entire 30 days. Alternatively,
alternating current (AC), solar, or other power sources can be used, and other time periods for continuous
operation can be utilized. Specific embodiments can be activated to image a portion of, or the entire, field of
view via one or more of the following: motion sensor, light sensor, audio sensor, environmental sensor, or
timer. 
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FIG. 1 shows a fully assembled imaging unit with a network relay. 

The imaging module can interface with one or more of the following subsystems: 

1. Interface cable to network relay. 

2. Optical scope for aiming. 

3. Tripod or other structure upon which the imaging unit is mounted. 

FIG. 2 shows an imaging unit with a tripod, interface cable, aiming scope, and network relay. 

A specific embodiment of the imaging unit can be set up via the following 5 steps: 

1. Mount imaging unit to tripod or other structure 

2. Mount scope to imaging unit 

3. Plug interface cable into imaging unit and network relay 

4. Aim imaging unit 

5. Remove scope 

Mounting the imaging module to a tripod, or other structure, allows the camera to take images from a desired
height above the ground or other surface, and can allow rotation of the imaging module about a vertical axis,
or other desired axis, while maintaining a steady orientation to the vertical axis, or other desired axis, during
setup. An embodiment of the imaging module is designed to mount easily to a tripod with a standard 1/4-20
female thread. There are two small dimples on the top side of the unit, one on either side of the Picatinny
rail. The imaging module can be mounted with the dimples aligned with the target field of view. FIG. 3
shows an embodiment of the imaging module mounted on a tripod. 

In a specific embodiment, if desired, a scope can then be mounted to the imaging module. The imaging unit
can include a Picatinny rail designed to support a riflescope for accurate aiming. A scope can be easily
mounted on the Picatinny rail, which can be bore sighted with one of the cameras of the imaging module.
The scope mounting screws do not need to be permanently tightened, if the scope will be, optionally,
removed once the unit is aimed. Alternative embodiments can include a built in scope for aiming. FIG. 4
shows a scope mounted to the Picatinny rail. 

An interface cable can interconnect the imaging module and the network relay. The cable connector can
"snap" into position with the mating connector of the imaging module when properly aligned. The other end
of the interface cable is connected to a network relay connector. The cable connector can "snap" into position
with the mating connector of the network relay when properly aligned. 

FIG. 5 shows the interface cable connected to the imaging module and a network relay. 

The imaging module can be aimed using a riflescope, or other scope, mounted on the attached Picatinny rail
or otherwise secured in a known position relative to the orientation of the imaging module. Aiming the
imaging module allows a preferred target field of view (FOV) to be achieved. An optional compass can
provide accurate azimuth heading information and can be built into the imaging module if desired, via, for
example, the serial port. An electronic compass can be used and azimuth heading data from the compass can
be sent from the imaging module to the network relay. In a specific embodiment, aiming is therefore
facilitated using two positioning aids: 1) scope, and 2) electronic compass. 

The scope can be removed from the Picatinny rail after aiming and making sure the imaging module and
tripod are "locked down" so that the selected azimuth heading is maintained. Once the scope is removed the
imaging module can be armed and is ready for operation. 
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The imaging module can be integrated with and operated by computer software, firmware, and/or hardware.
Such interconnection with a computer or other appropriate apparatus can allow remote control and/or
operation of the imaging unit. FIG. 6 shows a screen shot of a GUI that can be utilized with an embodiment
of the subject imaging unit. 

The subject imaging module can have multiple zoom cameras (zoom cams), such as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
or more. FIG. 7 shows a schematic of the coverage of four zoom cams, which can rotate, from the top of the
imaging module. Zoom cams 13 and 15 are coupled and cover 0-359.degree., while zoom cams 14 and 16
are coupled and cover 0-359.degree.. 

The imaging module can have multiple cameras (cams). In an embodiment, the imaging module can have 12
wide angle cams (1-12). Preferably, the wide-angle mode functions independently of the zoom mode of the
imaging module. In a specific embodiment, the wide angle cameras are stationary. The wide angle cameras
can each cover 360.degree./n, where n is the number of wide angle cameras, or each wide angle camera can
cover a larger angle, such as 360.degree./2n, in order to have some built in fault tolerance. Such fault
tolerance can allow images to be taken at a certain angle even when one of the cameras imaging that angle is
not functioning properly. In a specific embodiment with 12 cameras, each camera can image 40.degree.. In a
further specific embodiment, the zoom cameras can rotate and the wide angle cameras are stationary. 

Specific embodiments of the subject imaging apparatus can be referred to as a Distributed Micro Imaging
Array (DMIA). Further specific embodiments can incorporate a front end and a back end that include three
subsystems, referred to as a sensor, a communication system, and a back end, where the front end includes
the sensor and the communication system and the back end includes the back end. In an embodiment, the
front end includes the communications and sensor components, which are referred to as a node, and the back
end includes either full/semi-custom or Commercial Off The Shelf Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (COTS C.sup.4ISR) functionality. The back end
can be, for example, a smart phone or other interactive device. Typical wireless sensor network architectures
and hardware can include remote sensors, hubs, and smart phones, and can be utilized in specific
embodiments of the subject imaging apparatus. 

Specific embodiments of the DMIA architecture can include one or more of the following: 

1. Low power continuous operation 

2. Light weight 

3. Low cost 

4. Small size 

5. Plug and play architecture 

6. Self organizing and self healing architecture 

7. Fault tolerant design 

8. Real time software/firmware (re)configuration 

9. No moving parts 

10. Digital pan/tilt/zoom 

11. Ruggedized 

12. Anti tamper 

13. Custom software (e.g., encryption and/or compression) 
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14. Designed to leverage a microscale architecture 

Designed to leverage a microscale architecture can refer to the miniaturization capability of the DMIA
architecture, which is limited only by the availability of microscale components and packaging. One
embodiment of the subject DMIA architecture can have full functionality and fit in the palm of your hand,
equivalent in size to a smart phone, or smaller. Accordingly, the subject DMIA design is an architecture that
can be integrated into an existing, and evolving complex, yet highly functional, infrastructure. 

As described, specific embodiments can include three subsystems, including a communication system, a
sensor system, and a back end. The communication system and the sensor system can be considered the front
end. The communication system can utilize a radio system. The radio system can have a variety of elements
and/or functionalities, including one or more of the following: 

1. Medium Access Control (MAC) 

2. Stack 

3. Antenna 

4. Power consumption 

5. Encryption 

6. Topology a. Mesh b. Star c. Hybrid d. Hub e. Cell phone f. Custom The sensor system can incorporate an
imager; software, hardware, and/or firmware; lighting; electronics; optics; a power source; and/or additional
functionality. The imager (e.g., focal plane array) can include capability in one or more of the following
wavelength ranges: 

1. Visible 

2. Infrared 

3. (Ultra) Long wave (1310 nm, 1550 nm) 

4. Thermal (8-12 micron) 

5. Night vision (GEN III) 

The software, hardware, and/or firmware can provide one or more of the following functionalities: 

1. Compression 

2. Histogram 

3. Centroid 

4. Edge detection 

The lighting can include visible and/or infrared lighting via, for example, one or more light emitting diodes
(LED's) and/or lasers. A variety of electronics can be utilized, such as one or more of the following: 

1. Multiplexor 

2. Microprocessor 

3. Solid state storage 

4. Serial interface 
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5. Fail safe electronics 

The fail safe electronics can include electronics to detect and/or monitor temperature and/or moisture
extremes, shock/tilt motion that the sensor has experienced, and monitor whether the apparatus has been
tampered with. Optics can be provided to guide the lighting light and/or the incoming light to be imaged. A
power system can be provided to power the imager, the lighting, the electronics, and the various other
components as needed. Additional functionality, such as Global Positioning System (GPS) or solid state
storage, can also be provided. 

The back end can be near the front end or in a remote location, and can incorporate one or more of the
following apparatus and/or functionalities: 

1. Signal processing 

2. Analysis 

3. Display 

4. Internet 

5. Cell phone a. Apps 

6. Software a. Control b. Up/down load c. Programmable d. Terminate 

Wireless sensor network technology protocols that support gigabit per second (GBPS) data rates while
providing improved quality of service (QOS), high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), improved error detection and
correction (EDAC), multiple network topologies, fault tolerance, self organizing, and/or self healing
architectures can be implemented. 

Embodiments of the DMIA design can include a wireless network capable of being configured, for example,
as a mesh, star, or hybrid topology. Radios used in the communication subsystem can be designed to be
mixed and matched and may rely on ratified standards such as IEEE 802.11, 802.15, 802.16, and software
defined radio. Communications can be implemented in a variety of manners, including node-to-node, node-
to-hub, hub-to-hub, node-to-Internet, and node-to-cell phone. Software at the network layer can include
MAC, Stack, and Physical Layer (PHY) software layers capable of supporting additional functionality.
Specific embodiments can be integrated, configured, and/or matched with other communication protocols.
The communications system is power consumption sensitive and can be controlled for power conservation.
All communications (e.g., radio) functionality, including, for example, power management, range selection,
and protocol, can reside within the radio module itself. Data encryption and security can reside within the
communications and/or the sensor module (e.g., software). Communications configuration can be handled
through a sensor-based controller (e.g., Microprocessor Unit (MPU), Field-programmable Gate Array
(FPGA)) interfaced with a sensor processor (e.g., sensors element), which can improve redundancy, security,
anti-tamper, and reliability. 

The sensor layer refers to the solid state camera module(s) itself. Sensors, batteries, radio, and any additional
hardware, software, firmware (HW/SW/FW) functionality make up a node. Application software for the
imager can provide custom functionality for the c


